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Abstract 
Over the past years Greek economy has been in the epicenter of the global 
markets’ attention and most of the debates have been done over its competitiveness 
which was generally considered as one the main reasons for the country’s problems. 
This Business Project examines the performance and the competitiveness of the Greek 
economy and the effect it had on the exports of goods and services after the country 
joined the Monetary Union, and the consequences of the Eurozone crisis to the ex-
ports in the new environment formed. As a result there are two milestones that will be 
set in the following work, first the introduction to the common currency in 2001 and 
the second the start of the Eurozone crisis in 2008.  
This dissertation has two main goals. First to argue whether the common cur-
rency increased the competitiveness of Greek products and services in the Eurozone 
countries, as it was planned, and if that led to the increase of the Greek exports. Se-
cond, if the Eurozone crisis led the Greek economy and companies to a more export 
oriented direction, and if the new formed political and economic environment in 
Greece actually led to increase of the exports. Lastly suggestions will be made based 
on conclusions from data, questionnaire and research regarding the potentials of the 
Greek economy and particularly for sectors that are or could become export oriented. 
The Business Proposal will be based on two pillars which are raw statistic data 
from official institutions that will be analyzed and a research that is based on, inter-
views with entrepreneurs, various professional chamber representatives, local authori-
ties and mainly on a questionnaire presented to Greek export companies. We will at-
tempt to combine the official statistical data with the opinions and answers gathered. 
Keywords: Competitiveness, exports, Greece, economy, Euro zone 
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Introduction 
In 1st of January 1999, eleven member states of the European Union, entered 
into a common currency union.  The rates, at which their national currencies could be 
exchanged with the new common currency – the euro – and with one another, were 
irrevocably fixed by the European Central Bank. In 2001, a twelfth member of the Eu-
ropean Union, Greece, joined the common currency union. In the beginning of 2002, 
the national currencies were replaced by the euro. The euro was introduced mainly to 
achieve a higher level of economic integration within the European Single Market and 
thereby promote both economic growth and stability. The creation of the EU (formerly 
EEC) and the Single Market in 1992 aimed, among other things, at strengthening free 
trade and creation of a large single market within which individual countries could reap 
multiple benefits (Flam and Nordström 2006). 
A major economic reason for the process towards (EMU) Economic and Mone-
tary Union in Europe was the widespread view that EMU would enhance trade be-
tween the participating countries. For instance, the euro would eliminate (nominal) 
exchange rate risk, making trading profits less risky, so that risk-averse traders would 
increase trade. One of the biggest factors affecting imports and exports is the value of 
currencies between trading countries. Imports are goods that are produced in a for-
eign country, but sold in a home country. When people demand products in a country 
from a business from another country, you need to enter in another market first to 
buy the state's currency. Once they have exchanged this currency, then they can buy 
the product. For example, if you owned a chain of dollar stores and wanted to buy dif-
ferent products from major Chinese companies, you often cannot simply send a check 
in US dollars to the companies in China. Chinese companies would want to be paid in 
their own currency. As a result, you have to go to a foreign exchange market and buy 
the Chinese currency to the US dollar, so that you could pay for your goods. When the 
US dollar is strong compared to the currencies of many other countries, imports are 
less expensive. This is because; with every American dollar you will buy more corre-
sponding foreign currency. So when you go to pay Chinese companies with their own 
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currency, you will not have to spend so many dollars to do it! As a result, this will lead 
to increased demand for imported products and the currency needed to buy them. On 
the other hand, if the import and the local currency depreciate in value or become 
weak, then the products we import are more expensive. It costs you now more US dol-
lars to buy foreign currency, making these products in Japan and China more expen-
sive. A strong dollar or currency leads to increased imports. A weak dollar or the cur-
rency leads to reduce imports. All these problems were eliminated with the introduc-
tion of the Euro currency. 
 
The Greek economy before and after the Crisis. 
Over the last three decades the opening of many European countries has re-
sulted the international trade to fuel of a number of factors, such as the progressive 
liberalization of international trade, the lower cost of transporting goods, reduces the 
distances etc. Adoption of a common currency reduced trade costs between currency 
union member countries by eliminating the need to engage resources in handling cur-
rency exchange and hedging. It also reduced nominal exchange rate uncertainty, which 
affects decisions on resource allocation, particularly decisions about trade and foreign 
direct investment (Flam and Nordström 2006). 
Compared with its individual member countries, the euro area is a large and 
much more closed economy. In terms of its share of global GDP, it is the world’s third-
largest economy, after the United States and China. Flam and Nordström 2006, esti-
mate that the euro has increased trade within the Eurozone by about 26 per cent and 
trade between the Eurozone and outsiders by about 12 per cent on average for the 
years 2002-2005 compared to 1995-1998. 
In a study for the European Commission, (Baldwin, DiNino, Fontagne, De Santis, 
and Taglioni 2008) argue that the increase trade due to the euro is likely to have been 
created by the increase in the number of exporters and the products moving in across 
the border. With the reduction of fixed and / or variable costs of exports, the euro has 
allowed non-exporting companies in the past, to start exporting and already exporting 
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companies to expand the range of products they sell abroad. They provide standard-
ized evidence consistent with this explanation, using data at the enterprise level by 
Belgium, France, Hungary and Sweden. In similar fashion, (Berthou and Fontagne 2008) 
and (Flam and Nordstrom 2006) find some support for this hypothesis. 
The balance of a country is the sum of all trade and financial transactions be-
tween residents and residents abroad. Hence, it is by definition always balanced and 
therefore the sense of imbalance and the adjustment resulting from the examination 
of specific individual components, such as the trade balance, the current account bal-
ance. Typically transactions between residents of the country and abroad who are in-
come transfers are recorded in the current account, while financial transactions, in 
other words, capital movements are recorded in the capital account. These two bal-
ances, often with the help of the Central Bank, which manages the country's reserve 
position, neutralize each other and ensure the necessary balance in foreign trade of 
the country. The post-war Greece has a long tradition in the current account deficits 
covered by equivalent surplus of capital account. The economic stabilization program 
adopted in the early 90s led to a significant reduction in the deficit, but this trend 
quickly reversed and the imbalance in the current account increased rapidly until the 
end of the decade. The entry of Greece into the euro area on January 1, 2001 has miti-
gated the importance of the current account deficit as a limiting factor in the conduct 
of economic policy while simultaneously depriving from domestic policy makers can 
use monetary and exchange measures to handle balance of payments figures. 
The role of foreign and domestic value added in exports. 
The foreign content of Greece's exports rose to 24.9% in 2011, higher than the 
crisis low of 20.7% in 2009, but remains below the pre-crisis high of 25.3% in 2008 
(Figure 1) . The foreign content of Greek exports rose 8.6 percentage points from 1995. 
It is amongst the lowest for similar sized economies.  
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Figure 1. Foreign value added content of gross exports by country percent, 2008, 2009, and 2011 (right insert = 
time series for Greece). Source: OECD-WTO 2015 
 
Of Greece's total exports of domestic value-added in 2011 was 50.0% reflected 
exports of intermediates which is significantly higher than in 2009 (42.8%) in part re-
flecting the rebound in GVCs (Global value chain) which were disproportionally affect-
ed by the crisis, and also higher than the year 1995 (40.4%), (Figure 2). Greece's share 
of intermediates in total exports of domestic value added was below the OECD aver-
age which is of 61.5%. 
Figure 2. Domestic value added content of gross exports by end-use category by country percent, 1995 and 2011.  
 
Source: OECD-WTO 2015  
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Direct exports from the transport sector and telecommunications generated a 
large share (direct and upstream) of domestic value added in 2011, accounting for 
more than one quarter (25.7%) of the total value added of exports. The next three 
most important industries were wholesale, retail and hotels (13.8%, reflecting tourism 
and upstream distribution services to exporters), Food (4.4%) and basic metals (4.0%) 
(Figure 3a). The largest foreign contributions were from the Transport & telecommuni-
cations and Coke & petroleum industries, which together contributed 13.9% of total 
exports to Greece. 
 
 
Figure 3a. Greece's industry share of domestic and foreign value content of gross exports percent of total gross 
exports, 2011. source: OECD-WTO 2015 
 
The three industries with highest foreign value added shares in Greece's ex-
ports in 2011 were Coke & petroleum, Basic metals, and Rubber & plastics, with 69.9%, 
38.6% and 37.5% respectively, compared to 44.5%, 32.7% and 28.0% in 1995. (Figure 
3b). 
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Figure 3b. Greece's foreign value added content of gross exports 1995 and 2011. Source: OECD-WTO 2015 
 
The destination of domestic value added produced in Greece. 
   Of the total domestic value added generated by the manufacturing sector in Greece, 
32.9% reflected foreign final demand in 2011, higher than the corresponding figure in 
2009 (26.3%), but lower than in 2008 (33 , 3%) (Figure 4). This is low compared to simi-
lar sized economies and below the OECD average (41.9%). 
Figure 4. Manufacturing domestic value added in foreign final demand by country, percent of total     
manufacturing value added, 2008, 2009, and 2011 (left insert = time series for Greece) 
 
Note: Final demand excludes inventories http://www.oecd.org/sti/ind/TiVA_2015_Guide_to_Country_Notes.pdf 
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At the overall level of the economy, 18.1% of domestic value added in Greece 
led by foreign final demand, but there are significant differences between industries. 
ICT and electronics (78.6%) and electrical machinery (69.7%) has the highest level of 
export orientation in Greece, with the lowest shares in business services (9.9%) and 
products of food (18.0 %) (Figure 5). 
 
Figure 5. Greece's domestic value added in foreign final demand, percent of value added by industry, 2008, 2009, 
and 2011 
 
Note: Final demand excludes inventories:http://www.oecd.org/sti/ind/TiVA_2015_Guide_to_Country_Notes.pdf 
In gross terms, Germany (11.5%), the United States (9.6%) and Italy (8.5%) 
were the three most important Greek export market destinations. In value-added 
terms, the United States (12.4%) displaced Germany (11.8%) in top spot, (Figure 7, 
top). For imports, Greece's top three partners were Russia (13.1%), Italy (9.0%) and 
Germany  (8.7%), while in value-added terms Germany (9.6%) was the most important 
source with Russia (9.5%) dropping to second, largely reflecting Russian value-added 
(particularly in oil and gas) embodied in Greek exports (Figure 6, bottom). 
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Figure 6. Greece's exports to and imports from main partner countries percent of total gross and value added 
exports and imports, 2011. Source: OECD-WTO 2015   
The importance of services. 
In 2011 the services content of total exports in Greece was 64.9%, significantly 
above the OECD average of 54.3%, (Figure 7a). 
Figure 7a. Services content of gross exports by country, gross and value-added terms, percent of total 
gross exports, 2011. Source: OECD-WTO 2015 
 
Note: SNA services export shares include re-exports in the denominator, and include any actual differences in free on 
board and basic prices (the distribution margin provided by resident distributors to resident exporters) in goods. 
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For manufactured goods exports alone, 33.5% of the total reflected sector of 
value added services, below the OECD average (36.9%) and the lowest among similar 
sized economies. Of this share, the wholesale, retail and hotels sector accounted for 
15.5% of total gross exports. Business services and financial and insurance accounting 
for 7.3% and 4.5% respectively (Figure 7b). 
Figure 7b. Services value added embodied in manufacturing exports, by country, percent of total gross exports, 
1995 and 2011. Source: OECD-WTO 2015 
 
Key findings. 
The foreign content of exports from Greece rose to 24.9% in 2011 which is 
higher than the crisis low of 20.7% in 2009, which is still below the pre-crisis high of 
25.3% in 2008. It is one of the lowest for similar sized economies. 
Direct exports of transportation services is mainly the character of the Greek 
exports with the export orientation of manufacturers (less than one-third) being 
among the lowest in the OECD and the lowest among similar sized OECD economies.  
Nearly two-thirds (64.9%) of exports to Greece reflected the content of the ser-
vices in 2011, which is one of the highest (sixth) in the OECD, but the contribution of 
upstream manufacturers was below the average OECD (6th lowest). 
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CHAPTER 1 
GREEK ECONOMY DURING THE 2000 – 2008 PERIOD 
Before the 2001 integration of Greece to the European Monetary Union, Euro-
pean Union was the largest trading partner of Greece and the common currency was 
supposed to enhance even more these trading relations with the future member 
states. This was thought that would come as a result of series of benefits such as the 
non-existing exchange rates and the constantly integrated economical and business 
environment.  
1.1.1.   Openness of the Greek economy 
The openness of the Greek Economy has risen greatly over the past years ac-
cording to the official European Commission data. Taking into consideration the total 
exports and imports sum as a percentage of the Greek GDP we see an increase from 
43% in 1995 to 68% in 2008. However the comparison to the average of the Eurozone 
members, 88% of GDP in 2008, shows us that Greek economy until the 2008 crisis re-
mained a relatively closed economy, despite the increase during 1995 to 2008 period. 
Breaking down the percentage of the Greek economy openness we can see that there 
is a substantial difference in favor of the imports rather than the exports. As a result 
the imports rose from 26% of the GDP in 1995 to 36% just before the crisis of 2008 and 
on the other hand during the same period exports rose from 17% of GDP to 24%. As 
the Eurostat data are showing to us, on average since the joining to the EMU until 
2008, Greek exports had a positive real growth of about 6% annually. Nevertheless, 
the export expansion was steadily lower than the respective of the imports during the 
same period.  We had a clear increase of the trade balance deficit which was driven by 
a strong domestic demand and the drop of exports competitiveness. 
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1.1.2.   Questionnaire data regarding the openness of the Greek economy 
 In the questionnaire presented to companies that have export oriented activi-
ties from before the joining of Greece to the European Monetary Union until today, 
three of the questions are considering the evaluation of the openness of the Greek 
Economy since the Euro era.   These questions regarding the openness of the Greek 
economy are targeting the perception of the entrepreneurs of the basic goal that Eu-
rozone has, the trade integration of the countries members that would lead to the in-
crease of exports and imports and subsequently the percentages to the GDP. The ex-
pected results of the European Monetary Union should be as planned, the increase of 
trade in all countries members.  
  First question is asking whether the joining to the Eurozone has created a 
more favorable-wide business environment for the operation of their company and 
there are two choices YES or NO. Second question is whether the joining of Greece to 
the Eurozone is considered a positive development for your business and the entre-
preneurs give an evaluation from 1-5 with 1 being negative and 5 positive. The last 
question is more specific and it is regarding the exports as it is asking whether the 
joining of Greece to the Eurozone has created a more favorable business environment 
for their exporting activities and the choices that are given are YES or NO. 
The total answers of the questionnaire were 25. 
 
Question 1: “Do you consider that the joining to the Eurozone has given you 
the opportunity to operate in a more favorable-wide business environment?” 
 
 
  YES 17 answers 
  NO 8 answers 
 
 
 
0
5
10
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  We see by the answers that the vast majority of the entrepreneurs clearly are con-
sidering that the integration through the Monetary Union is a step into a more favora-
ble business environment regardless if they actually can benefit from this or not. 
However these expectations are based on the benefits of a single currency which are 
mainly the expansion of trade among the members, following the practical elimination 
of exchange rate dependency and currency conversion costs and the elimination of 
pricing mark-ups. In addition to that monetary unions also decrease the fixed costs as-
sociated with international trade and allow smaller firms to participate, thus opening 
the new opportunities for more companies.   
 
Question 2: “Do you consider the joining of the country to the Eurozone as a 
positive development for your business?” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  The results of this question are contradicting to the results of the previous 
question. Despite the fact that the expectations for joining the Eurozone and operat-
ing in a more open and promising economy are positive at a percentage of 68% (YES 
17/25 answers), the companies feel neutral about stating that the Eurozone has bene-
fited particularly their business. Furthermore, it can be observed from the abovemen-
tioned results that there is a negative tendency with answers 1 and 2 getting a total of 
9 responses which is 36%. As a result little positive or positive development for their 
business, answers 4 and 5, had only the 20% of the companies 
1  4 
2 5 
3 11 
4 3 
5 2 
AVER 2,76 
STD 1,13 
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Question 3: “The joining to the Eurozone, has created a more favorable environment 
for your export activities?” 
                                                                                  YES 12 answers 
                                                                                   NO 13 answers 
 
 
 
 
The third question regarding the openness of the Greek Economy was directed 
to the exports. The results were almost equally shared between the two answers, 
which again is opposite to the expectations expressed in the first question. Taking into 
consideration all three answers we can see that Greek companies have accepted the 
common goal of the European Monetary Union that is the greater integration through 
the abolishment of barriers such as the exchange rates. However though understand-
ing theoretically their interest in the EMU, they do not attribute the positive develop-
ment since the joining to the Eurozone, to the Euro currency.  
The results of the survey can be backed up by official data of the Eurostat ser-
vice which shows that the trade of goods and service between Greece and the future 
Eurozone members in 1995 was almost 58% of the total and that percentage dropped 
to less than 50% in 2008. This shows us that despite the fact that the openness of the 
Greek Economy rose greatly during the Euro area, from 43% in 1995 to 68% in 2008, 
this increase of exports and imports was not among the Euro members but other 
countries and Greece. Of course it is obvious that the rapid increase of the Greek GDP 
since the joining to the Eurozone can be considered as the main reason  of the dis-
proportional rate of increase of the imports and exports. Low interest rates for private 
and public sectors pumped huge amounts of cheap capital to the Greek economy that 
lead to the increase of GDP and trade in total, especially of the imports, inflating the 
trade balance deficit. 
0
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1.2.1.   The effect of the common currency to the competitiveness of the Greek     
economy 
The decision for the participation of a country in a Monetary Union is based on 
expected benefits that on the short and long term would support the economy and 
increase the inter-European trade volume. The elimination of the exchange rate risk in 
the transactions between the members of the Eurozone, thus the abolishment of the 
extra cost on products, was one of the top goals that should have resulted in the de-
crease of prices and respectively the increase of the competitiveness. Furthermore, 
the lower interest rates for the private and public sector were expected to bring a 
much easier servicing of the debts, leading to a more stable and economy with lower 
inflation.  
However the removal of the monetary policy controls from the sovereignties 
has major drawbacks, especially for countries like Greece because there cannot be any 
strategic depreciations of the currency in order to support the competitiveness of 
products and services. The competitiveness of Greek low tech (mostly agricultural) 
products is highly vulnerable to a pan-European monetary policy that doesn’t take into 
consideration the character of each economy of the Eurozone member. Therefore the 
highly industrialized north European countries over the past years have gathered sur-
pluses in contrast to the southern countries that have continuous string of rising trade 
balance deficits from joining the Eurozone till 2008 crisis that can be easily attributed 
on the steady growth of demand and imports combined to the ongoing loss of compet-
itiveness. 
1.2.2   Inflation in Greece compared to Eurozone 
In order to analyze the state of competitiveness of the Greek Economy over the 
EMU era we have to take into consideration the differences of inflation in Greece 
compared to the other Eurozone members during the period since 2001 till 2008. The 
official statistical data show a steady difference of Greece annual average inflation be-
ing higher than the Eurozone from 0.9% to 1.4%.  
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Table1.1. Greece Euro-Zone Inflation (HICP) 2001-2008 
 2001-03 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Greece 3.7 3.0 3.5 3.3 2.9 4.2 
Eurozone 2.3 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.0 3.3 
Difference 1.4 0.9 1.3 1.1 0.9 0.9 
Source: Bank of Greece Governor's Report 2009 
 
It is clear from the data that Greece maintained constantly higher inflation 
from the average of the Eurozone. According to the 2008 Anastasatos Alpha Bank re-
port this consistent difference of inflation of Greece is recorded due to a series of fac-
tors such as:  
   a) Factors associated with differences in the rate of increase in production 
costs of products. Specifically in Greece, the average annual growth, from 2001 to 
2006, in per capita nominal wage of employees was 6.40% and the labor cost per unit 
3.16%. The corresponding rates in Germany were 1.53% and 0.00%, in France 2.88% 
and 1.95%, in Ireland 5.73% and 3.65% and in Sweden 3.57% and 1.54%).  
  b) Differences in the rate of growth of domestic demand between Greece and 
other countries of the Eurozone. The combination of low interest rates, the lifting of 
credit restrictions and increases in bank liquidity, increased dramatically overall de-
mand in the economy and fuelled inflationary pressures.  
  c) The introduction of the Euro in 2002 is estimated to have contributed to an 
increase in inflation of 0.5%.  
d) The distortion of competition in Greece, the existence of monopolistic and 
oligopolistic markets, enabling companies to increase product prices. 
1.2.3. Real exchange rate in Greece in EMU 
According to the 2009 report of the Bank of Greece the competitiveness of the 
Greek economy has been decreased during the Eurozone era and by the end of 2008 
the cumulative loss for the CPI (Consumer Price Index) was 18.6% and 26.6% on labor 
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costs per unit of product of the total economy. In addition to that the growth rates of 
prices and wages, compared to the Eurozone, were steadily higher resulting in the ap-
preciation of the REEP (Real Effective Exchange Rate) with Greece’s 28 largest trading 
partners.   
 
Table 1.2 Nominal and real Effective Exchange Rate of Greece 2001 to 2009 
Year Nominal EER                                            Real EER 
                              Based on CPI           Based Labor cost/unit 
2001 1.9 1.1 0.5 
2002 2.3 2.6 4.0 
2003 5.0 5.4 3.9 
2004 1.7 1.9 4.2 
2005 1.0 -0.2 0.4 
2006 0.1 0.7 1.6 
2007 1.3 1.6 2.3 
2008 2.5 2.6 4.9 
2009 1.2 1.5 2.3 
Cumulative (%) Change 
2001-2009 
15.7 18.6 26.6 
Source: Bank of Greece Governor's Report 2009, page 152 
 The problems of the Greek competitiveness were pointed out from internal 
and international institutions cause by 2007 it was obvious that the situation that was 
created in the Greek economy was constantly moving to real currency appreciation 
and to the increase of the current account and trade balance deficits. It was clear even 
before the 2008 crisis that the Eurozone advantages which brought an enormous lend-
ing boom of the private and public sector and the huge fiscal expansion following the 
entrance of the country to the EMU were two major factors contributing to the loss of 
competitiveness according to the Greek Ministry of Development in its 2007 report. 
 However the fact that the Greek wages and costs have rates of growth higher 
than the ones of their partners in the Eurozone doesn’t mean that the actual wages 
are higher. Greece has lost competitiveness sine the entrance to the EMU, but the 
productivity cost has converged to the average of EU. The steady high inflation is 
seemed to be the result of non-competitive behavior and imperfections in product and 
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labor markets. According to European Commission 2010 report (pages 67-73) the per-
sistently higher inflation and the loss of competitiveness may also be related to imper-
fections in the functioning of product markets, as evidenced by the rapidly developing 
increases. In sum, most estimates of equilibrium exchange rates suggest that the real 
effective exchange rate in Greece is overvalued in relation to long-term equilibrium. 
 
1.2.4. The composition of Greek foreign trade. 
The sectorial composition of Greek economy is one of the most important fac-
tors that affect the competitiveness of the economy and particularly of the exports. It 
is common knowledge that in the modern globalized economy the high added value 
high-tech products produced by industrialized countries have greater demand and are 
highly competitive. On the other hand when it comes to low-tech productions and es-
pecially agricultural products the competiveness mostly depends on the price. 
Analyzing the Greek external trade among the four major Eurozone partners in 
2008 which are Germany, Italy, France and Netherlands we can see that Greece has a 
negative trade balance in the vast majority of the sectors. The Greek External trade 
with Germany is in deficit for the 82% of the branches and in surplus only for 18%. 
With Italy, Greece has 84% of branches in deficit and 16% in surplus. With France 81% 
of branches are in deficit and 19% in surplus and finally with Netherlands 89% of 
branches are in deficit and only 11% in surplus (the examination is regarding 99 
branches with a two-digit code in the 2013 Magoulios-Athianos paper). 
By processing the data to investigate the relative advantage index (RCA) of the 
14 sectors in surplus with at least 2 out of 4 countries Eurozone (Germany, France, Ita-
ly and Netherlands) in the 2013 Magoulios-Athianos paper there is generated a reveal-
ing table. 
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Table 1.3 Index of Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) (2008) 
Branches (with two-digit code, CN) RCA Index 
 Germany France Italy Netherlands 
Salt sulfur, earths, stone, plaster, cement 0.66 1.81 1.86 1.00 
Cotton 2.00 0.50 0.76 0.44 
Aluminum 0.21 1.60 1.52 1.50 
Fish 0.66 1.57 3.06 0.16 
Fruits, nuts  2.45 0.50 0.06 0.88 
Fats, oils, waxes animal, vegetable 0.66 1.07 3.50 0.13 
Preparation of vegetables, seeds, fruits 1.07 0.49 0.80 0.40 
Zinc 58.00 26.66 13.57 0.05 
Confidential ship supply 0.21 0.00 10.00 0.00 
Vegetables, roots and tubers 3.43 0.08 1.22 0.04 
Seeds, oleaginous fruit, industrial crops 
straw 
2.25 0.25 1.48 0.00 
Tobacco, manufactured tobacco substi-
tutes 
0.33 0.33 0.00 3.50 
Ores, slag and ashes 0.34 0.00 0.02 0.00 
Copper and articles thereof 2.50 0.66 5.42 0.00 
 Source: ELSTAT, data processing 
 
  This table shows us the Comparative Advantage of some product categories 
over the four major trading partners. It is obvious that the vast majority of these prod-
ucts are low-tech or raw materials and there is no category in which Greece has com-
parative advantage in all four countries. Furthermore, there is table presenting the Re-
vealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) for exports of goods throughout the world in 
2007, comparing the Greece with Germany, Italy, France and Netherlands. 
 
Table 1.4 Revealed Comparative Advantage for world exports 2007 
Products Greece France Germany Netherlands Italy 
Low-Tech 1.6 1.0 0.6 0.9 1.4 
Middle to Low-tech 1.6 0.8 0.9 1.4 1.0 
Middle to High-Tech 0.6 1.2 1.3 0.8 1.1 
High-Tech 0.2 0.9 0.7 1.0 0.3 
Information and  
Communication  
Technology 
0.3 0.4 0.5 1.2 0.2 
 Source: European Commission, 2010 
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  In this Revealed Comparative Advantage Index, which is presented by the Eu-
ropean Commission in 2010, for Greece and its four major trading partners it is clear 
that Greek export activity is mainly concentrated to low and middle-low tech products. 
On the other hand the Germany, France, Italy and Netherland have a competitive ad-
vantage in the range of products of medium to high-tech, high tech and information 
technology and communications. It is clear that Greece’s advantage in the low added 
value products cannot add to the country’s competitiveness when the world is rapidly 
advancing to the new era dominated by technological achievements and products. As 
long as Greece will export low added value products (agricultural, raw materials) in or-
der to import high added value products the competitiveness of the Greek economy 
will be limited and trade and current balances will be negative. 
 
1.2.5   The questionnaire data regarding the competitiveness of the Greek economy 
and exports. 
In the questionnaire presented to the companies there are two questions re-
garding the effect on competiveness after the entrance of the country to the European 
Monetary Union. The first question is general and it is asking whether the joining to 
the Eurozone gave the companies the initiative to increase their competitiveness and 
the answers are from 1 to 5. This question despite of being general, aims on clarifying 
whether the companies (the participants are mostly exporting companies) could actu-
ally use the benefits of a monetary union in order of achieving greater competitive-
ness. The second question is more specific and it is asking whether the joining to the 
Eurozone has improved the banking environment for their company. This is a more 
specific question and it is focusing on one of the most important benefits that the EMU 
offered to Greece which is the development of the Banking System. The offered an-
swers to the second question are a) Better interest rates b) Higher liquidity c) Decrease 
of the banking costs d) Free answer and there is also a 1-5 evaluating scale. 
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Question 4 “The entrance to the euro created incentives to increase your competi-
tiveness?  
 
 
                                                                     
   
 
 
 
The results of this question are in line with the analysis and the data that is abovemen-
tioned. The Eurozone has not been associated by the Greek companies as a factor that 
is increasing their competitiveness but rather the opposite. Despite the fact that the 
question is of a general type and does not break down to all the factors of the compet-
itiveness, some of which could be positively considered, we see that the general idea 
about the benefits regarding the competitiveness is negative.  
 
Question 5 “The joining to the Eurozone initially did improve the banking en-
vironment for your business?”  
a) Better interest rates 20% 
b) Higher liquidity 56% 
c) Decrease of the banking costs 12% 
d) Free answer 8% 
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This question is regarding specifically the banking sector. The joining to the Eu-
rozone gave access to much higher liquidity and improved most of the aspects for the 
companies. This is obvious by the fact that the majority of the answers gave a positive 
or highly positive response (4 and 5 are 64%). Answer B (Higher Liquidity) was the most 
popular answer with 56%. Answer A (Better interest rates) was second with 20%. An-
swer C (Decrease of the banking costs) was third with 12%. For the free answer there 
were two almost same responses, (integrated European banking system) and (easier 
European transactions). The upgrade of the Greek banking sector was the conse-
quence mainly of the unprecedented access of these financial institutions to capital 
that was directed partly to their customers. It is not a coincidence that 56% of the an-
swers were “Higher Liquidity” as the joining to the Eurozone transformed the banking 
sector which previously was very difficult in providing loans especially to companies.  
  
  After the joining to the Eurozone, Greece’s competitiveness started decreas-
ing cause the wages and the cost of labor raised, approaching the Eurozone average. In 
addition to that, as it was abovementioned, the sectorial composition of the Greek ex-
ports was mostly products of low-tech and low added value which didn’t give the ap-
propriate comparative advantage. Furthermore, the countries inflation was steadily 
higher than the Eurozone average and the REER was appreciated. Last but not least, 
the easy access to of the private and public sector to capital supported a steady in-
crease of the demand and combined with the loss of competiveness we had the cur-
rent account and trade balance deficits. 
 
1.3.1.   External trade of Greece 2000 – 2008, exports.  
The statistical data provided by the Greek institution ELSTAT and European Eu-
rostat for the period from 2000 to 2008 are revealing about the volume and the varia-
tions that occurred for the external trade between Greece, and the EU(27 countries), 
Eurozone and the third countries. 
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Table 1.5 Greek Exports to European Union 27 countries, Eurozone and Third Countries from 
2000 to2008 (in million Euros) 
Destination      Variation 
 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2008/2000 
EU(27) 7.885 6.699 7.902 10.558 11.102 40,79 
% of total 61,98 60,83 64,21 63,89 64,05  
Eurozone 5.632 4.023 5.338 7.256 7.527 33,64 
% of total 44,26 36,52 43,37 43,90 43,42  
% of EU(27) 71,42 60,05 67,55 68,72 67,79  
Third Countries 4.837 4.314 4.404 5.967 6.232 28,84 
% of total 38,02 39,17 35,79 36,21 35,95  
Total 12.722 11.013 12.306 16.525 17.334 36,25 
Source: Eurostat, ELSTAT 
  Breaking down the data of the abovementioned table to the three categories, 
EU (27), Eurozone, and Third Countries some useful conclusions can be extracted, es-
pecially if we compare each of the category to the total exports of Greece and its varia-
tion through this period which is extended just before the joining to the Eurozone and 
until the start of the crisis. The numbers presented are in total amounts and the gen-
eral tendency is positive as the variation shows a steady and considerable growth. Of 
course that indicator is not absolutely revealing as the more appropriate comparison 
would be presenting of the external trade as a percentage to the GDP. Nevertheless it 
is useful to compare the amounts between each category to understand which part of 
the external trade was benefited and which not as a consequence of the joining to the 
Eurozone. 
  The trade with the European Union 27 countries, just before the entrance to 
the Eurozone in 2000 was 7.885 million Euros, almost 7,9 Billion. In 2002 we see a con-
siderable drop of 15% and that can be attributed to the change of the currency and the 
subsequent adjustments of the economy and of the trading relations to the new situa-
tion established. Nevertheless over the next years following and until 2008 we see im-
portant increases in absolute numbers of the trade to the EU (27) countries which 
however not followed increase to the percentage of the total exports. As a result, the 
EU (27) exports through the 2000-2008 period remain stable just above 60% of the ex-
ternal trade of Greece despite the fact that the absolute number has been increased 
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by 40.76% from 7.885 million in 2000 to 11.102 million in 2008. Last but not least, it is 
clear that European Union is the top trade partner of Greece, as 2/3 of the country’s 
exports are directed it. 
  Analyzing the statistical data regarding the external trade of Greece with the 
Eurozone members we can say that despite the fact that there was an increase in the 
numbers from 5.632 million in 2000 to 7.527 million in 2008, it was not corresponding 
to the increase that occurred for the whole of the European Union. Specifically the Eu-
rozone trade with Greece increased by 33.64% when the EU (27) by 40.79%. This de-
velopment contradicts with the fact that the European Monetary Union was created 
with the main goal minimizing the barriers resulting in more efficient markets. Again, 
in this category we see a decrease in the 2002 exports as happened with the EU (27) 
that is followed by steady increase over the next years. This should be likewise ex-
plained by the adjustments needed to the economy. 
    In the last category, the exports to the third countries, Greece had also an in-
crease during the 2000-2008 periods, which however was much smaller than the in-
crease to the EU (27) that is 28.34% compared to 40.79%. Overall, in the beginning of 
the crisis Greece was at the end of both EU (27) and Eurozone list. In 2009 the country 
was position at 21st place out of 27 EU countries, and 14th out of 16 Eurozone members 
followed only by much smaller economies such as Cyprus and Malta. Nevertheless an-
other more important factor that undermines the increase of the volume of the ex-
ports is the contribution of it to the GDP. In 2009 the contribution of the exports to the 
GDP was only 6%, when other countries such as Ireland, Netherlands, Czech Republic 
and Belgium had a contribution to the GDP over 50% (Eurostat 2009). 
From the abovementioned data it is clear that the increase of the total exports 
by 36.25% through the 2000-2008 periods seems as very substantial and it’s not to be 
ignored. However if we take into consideration that the country’s GDP increased more 
than 270% from 130 billion in 2000 to 354 billion in 2008, the contribution of the ex-
ports to the GDP was practically dwarfed. 
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  1.3.2.   External trade of Greece 2000 – 2008, imports 
In order to analyze the results of the entrance to the European Monetary Union 
we should also take into consideration the effect of it to the imports of Greece over 
the same period as it was done on the previous chapter for the exports. 
Table 1.6 Greek Imports to European Union 27 countries, Eurozone and Third Countries from 
2000 to 2008 (in million Euros) 
Destination      Variation 
 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2008/2000 
EU(27) 23.526 18.594 25.518 29.014 33.330 41,67 
% of total 64,90 55,69 60,16 57,26 54,94  
Eurozone 19.001 15.353 21.236 23.964 27.527 44,87 
% of total 52,41 45,98 50,06 47,29 45,37  
% of EU(27) 81,70 82,56 83,21 82,59 83,58  
Third Countries 12.724 14.792 16.897 21.654 27.339 114,86 
% of total 35,10 44,31 39,84 42,74 45,06  
Total 36.250 33.386 42.415 50.668 60.669 67,36 
Source: Eurostat, ELSTAT  
  Comparing the three categories of imports it is clear that all of them and im-
ports in total skyrocketed over the 2000-2008 period. Again in 2002 there is a small 
drop observed as in the exports, but in total imports of Greece reached 67.36% of in-
crease in 2008. Particularly interesting is the variation of imports from third countries 
that have increased by 114.86% in 8 years. This situation is not difficult to explain, be-
cause Greece adopted a hard currency and at the same time was deprived of the mon-
etary policy tools. In addition to that, the low interest rates and the easy access to 
huge amounts of capital for the private and public sector, combined with the great fis-
cal expansion over this period of time, decreased the competitiveness of the economy 
and created a steady and rising demand that was satisfied with imports.  
  As it was referred previously, the increase of exports or imports though was 
quite big, 36.25% and 67.36% respectively, when compared to the GDP of the country 
we see a completely different picture. 
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Table 1.7 Indicators of extroversion of the Greek economy as percentage of GDP 2000-2008 
Indicator 2000 2008 Variation 
Total Exports 25,00 23,56 -5,76 
Exports of Goods 10,53 9,69 -7,97 
Exports of Services 14,50 13,87 -4,34 
Total Imports 38,64 36,47 -5,61 
Imports Of Goods 30,10 30,22 0.39 
Imports of Services 8,53 6,24 -26,84 
Exp. and Imp. of Goods 40,64 39,91 -1,79 
Total exports and imports 63,68 59,90 -5,93 
 Source: ELSTAT 
It is clear that the extroversion indicators of the Greek economy could not follow the 
new environment that was created by the entrance of the country to the European 
Monetary Union. This table is a vivid picture of the decrease of the country’s competi-
tiveness and the loss of the international market positions. 
1.3.3.   The effects of Euro to the other Eurozone members 
The effect of the common currency to Greek economy regarding the competi-
tiveness and the exports is clearly described by the chapters above. However it is also 
interesting to investigate whether the Eurozone had the same effect all of the coun-
tries members or there were differentiations.  
Table 1.8 Share of the Eurozone countries of the world exports, 2000-2008 
Country 2000 2008 Variation 
2000-2008 
Austria 1,047 1,211 0,074 
Belgium 2,914 2,919 0,005 
France 5,068 3,719 -1,349 
Germany 8,536 8,946 0,410 
Ireland 1,198 0,778 -0,420 
Spain 1,783 1,741 -0,042 
Italy 3,721 3,357 -0,364 
Cyprus 0,015 0,010 -0,005 
Luxembourg 0,130 0,157 0,027 
Malta 0,038 0,018 -0,020 
Netherlands 3,606 3,946 0,340 
Portugal 0,377 0,345 -0,032 
Slovenia 0,135 0,211 0,076 
Slovakia 0,184 0,440 0,256 
Finland 0,713 0,597 -0,116 
Greece 0,182 0,159 -0,023 
Source: Unctad stat 
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From this table, it can be seen that only seven countries, Germany, Austria, 
Belgium, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Slovenia and Slovakia have increased their share of 
world exports. On the other hand, the rest of the countries members have lost posi-
tions on the global markets. As a result it is not wrong to say that over the 2000 till 
2008 period there could be made a general division between Northern and Southern 
countries, with the first being the main beneficiaries of the EMU and the latter the 
“losers”. This approach is backed up by the fact that six out of nine countries with neg-
ative variation during this period belong to the so called South Europe. 
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CHAPTER 2 
GREEK ECONOMY DURING THE 2008 – 2015 PERIOD 
2.1.   Performance of the Greek economy after the 2008 crisis 
Greece is the 64th largest export economy in the world and the 48th most 
complex economy according to the Economic Complexity Index (ECI). Export perfor-
mance is an important factor that must be taken into consideration in economic policy 
decision making, especially under the current circumstances, with financial market 
turmoil already showing detrimental effects on the real sector of the economy. The 
study of export performance, in particular for countries like Greece, with serious ex-
ternal imbalances, might prove crucial for the choice of policies aimed at addressing 
these imbalances. In spite of the fact that Greece is a member of the EU and EMU, 
Greek export performance cannot be characterized as impressive, since total exports 
of goods remain low at about 7.6% of GDP and cover no more than one third of total 
imports. This picture reflects the limited competitiveness of Greek products, and their 
inadequate differentiation and penetration into foreign markets. 
   In 2013, Greece exported $35.6B and imported $58.8B, resulting in a negative trade 
balance of $23.3B. In 2013 the GDP of Greece was $242B and its GDP per capita was 
$25.7k. In 2013 Greece imported $58.8B, making it the 50th largest importer in the 
world. During the last five years the imports of Greece have decreased at an annual-
ized rate of -7.9%, from $88.8B in 2008 to $58.8B in 2013. The most recent imports are 
led by Crude Petroleum which represent 24.2% of the total imports of Greece, fol-
lowed by Refined Petroleum, which account for 6.93%. Packaged Medicaments ac-
count for 5% and Petroleum gas for 3%. In 2013 Greece exported $35.6B, making it the 
64th largest exporter in the world. During the last five years the exports of Greece 
have increased at an annualized rate of 5.5%, from $27.2B in 2008 to $35.6B in 2013. 
The most recent exports are led by Refined Petroleum which represents 36.3% of the 
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total exports of Greece, followed by Packaged Medicaments, which account for 3.18%. 
Pure Olive accounts for 2. 
2.2. Competitiveness of the Greek economy after the 2008 crisis. 
2.2.1   Competitivenes and labour cost in Greece 
   Exports of goods and services in Greece have underperformed. This is be-
cause Greece's price competitiveness has not improved nearly as much as its cost 
competitiveness (wages). As a result, Greece's export markets have been weak. Labour 
costs have been declined, since the beginning of the crisis, to levels that last seen in 
the early 2000s. At the initial stage of the crisis, labour costs did not manage to adapt, 
despite the earlier loss of international competitiveness and a sharp increase in unem-
ployment. Therefore, the authorities stepped up the pace of reforms in the labour 
market at the end of 2011 in four directions: i) decentralization of wage bargaining sys-
tem; ii) softening employment protection (EPL)? iii) Reduction of the minimum wage; 
and iv) increasing the flexibility of working time. These reforms are now changing la-
bour market behaviour. Labour costs have fallen sharply from the system since the end 
of 2011 and flexible working have become more frequent, with an increased share of 
part-time and intermittent employment (Figure 2.1). The softening of EPL was more 
pronounced than in other OECD countries since 2008, with the exception of Portugal, 
and is now close to the OECD average for permanent jobs. Despite the fact that the 
labour market continued to deteriorate as the economy has shrunk, the decrease in 
employment has slowed since mid-2012. 
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Figure 2.1. Labour cost 
 
The figure shows the contribution of employment protection of permanent workers against individual 
dismissal (EPR) and additional provisions for collective dismissal (EPC) to the employment protection for permanent 
workers against individual and collective dismissals (EPRC). The height of the bar represents the value of the EPRC 
indicator. 
Source: Eurostat; ELSTAT; Greek Labour Inspectorate (SEPE); OECD, Employment Protection database, 
2013 update and OECD Economic Outlook database.  
 
 The prices on the other hand did not follow the same pattern (Figure 2.2), even 
though inflation turned negative in March 2013 for the first time in over 50 years and, 
based on prices, the real exchange rate is rather overpriced, although estimates vary 
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between studies. This partly reflects the high level of prices in Greece before the euro 
(Anastasatos, 2008), and in particular the cumulative effect of persistently high infla-
tion in Greece due to the euro adoption (OECD, 2011a).  As a result, in contrast to Ire-
land and Portugal, Greece’s export market share of goods and services has shrunk, alt-
hough export performance for goods, especially in non-EU markets, has improved 
(Aiginger, 2013). 
 
2.2.2 Competiveness and trade balance (imports, exports) in Greece. 
  The export of Greek products is concentrated in low-tech products for which 
price competitiveness is important. However, there is a clear tendency for Greek com-
panies become export-oriented during the last two years, with greater emphasis on 
more innovative products. The slow adjustment of prices seems to be one of the im-
portant reasons for the difference in export performance between Ireland, Portugal 
and Greece. Some specific factors, including increased uncertainty also contributed to 
poor growth of exports of services (especially tourism), although diluted by mid-2013 
    Weak world trade and oversupply in the shipping industry has fallen sharply 
transport receipts, which account for more than half of exports of services. Until re-
cently, the major uncertainties, sluggish demand, high financial costs and lack of credit 
are weighed on domestic and foreign direct investments and restricted the expansion 
of the export sector. 
    Main imports are mineral fuels (34% of the total imports); machinery and 
transport equipment (14%) and chemicals (13%). In recent years, the biggest trade def-
icits were recorded with Russia, Germany, China, Italy and France. Greece records 
trade surpluses with Turkey, Cyprus, United States, Algeria and United Arab Emirate. 
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Figure 2.2. Price competitiveness and exports 
 
1. The export performance measures the gain (increase) or loss (decrease) in export market share. 
2. Deflated by the implicit price of the private consumption expenditure. 
3. As measured by the harmonised consumer price index. 
Source: Eurostat and OECD, OECD Economic Outlook database. 
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Greece reports regular trade deficits due to high volume of imports. The trade 
deficit in Greece decreased by 14.3% to €1563.5 million in December 2015 in compari-
son with €1824.8 million gap in December 2014, as exports fell by 2.6% while imports 
declined at a much faster 7.9%. Considering full 2015, the trade deficit shrank 15.1% to 
€17776.5 million in comparison with a €27196 million gap in 2014, as exports went 
down by 5.1% while imports fell sharply by 9.5%. Balance of Trade in Greece averaged 
-2392.59 EUR Million from 2001 until 2015, reaching an all-time high of -709.20 EUR 
Million in July of 2015 (Figure 2.3) and a record low of -4328.80 EUR Million in March 
of 2007. Balance of Trade in Greece is reported by the National Statistical Service of 
Greece. 
 
               Figure 2.3.  Greece balance of trade. The last 18 months 
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  IMPORTS-ARRIVALS    EXPORTS -DISPATCHES  TRADE BALANCE  
YEAR - 
MONT
H 
Value  
in mil-
lion € 
Mon
thly 
Cha
nges 
% 
Changes %     
compared with 
the correspond-
ing month of the 
previous year 
YEAR - 
MONTH 
Value  
in mil-
lion € 
Month-
ly 
Chang-
es % 
Changes % 
compared 
with the cor-
responding 
month of the 
previous year 
Value  
in mil-
lion € 
Month-
ly 
Chang-
es % 
Changes % 
compared 
with the cor-
responding 
month of the 
previous year 
Jan-13 4,156.6 7.2 7.1 Jan-13 2,191.1 -10.2 14.3 -1,965.6 36.7 0.0 
Feb-13 3,984.5 4.1 7.9 Feb-13 2,106.2 -3.9 5.0 -1,878.4 -4.4 11.3 
Mar-13 3,714.2 6.8 -28.5 Mar-13 2,110.5 0.2 -5.9 -1,603.7 -14.6 -45.7 
Apr-13 3,936.5 6.0 -0.9 Apr-13 2,501.2 18.5 16.0 -1,435.3 -10.5 -21.0 
May-13 3,868.8 1.7 -4.5 May-13 2,446.5 -2.2 6.0 -1,422.3 -0.9 -18.4 
Jun-13 3,836.6 0.8 -8.1 Jun-13 2,205.9 -9.8 -3.8 -1,630.7 14.7 -13.3 
Jul-13 3,951.9 3.0 3.0 Jul-13 2,482.0 12.5 12.3 -1,469.9 -9.9 -9.6 
Aug-13 3,928.1 0.6 -4.9 Aug-13 2,178.6 -12.2 -1.5 -1,749.5 19.0 -8.8 
Sep-13 4,045.0 3.0 5.8 Sep-13 2,473.0 13.5 0.9 -1,572.0 -10.1 14.5 
Oct-13 4,213.4 4.2 -7.5 Oct-13 2,346.7 -5.1 -8.9 -1,866.7 18.7 -5.7 
Nov-13 3,816.1 9.4 -12.2 Nov-13 2,170.6 -7.5 -21.6 -1,645.5 -11.8 4.3 
Dec-13 3,548.1 7.0 -8.5 Dec-13 2,107.1 -2.9 -13.7 -1,440.9 -12.4 0.2 
Jan-14 3,771.2 6.3 -9.3 Jan-14 2,136.3 1.4 -2.5 -1,635.0 13.5 -16.8 
Feb-14 4,066.1 7.8 2.0 Feb-14 2,076.1 -2.8 -1.4 -1,990.0 21.7 5.9 
Mar-14 4,053.1 0.3 9.1 Mar-14 2,169.5 4.5 2.8 -1,883.6 -5.3 17.5 
Apr-14 3,638.1 10.2 -7.6 Apr-14 2,060.2 -5.0 -17.6 -1,577.9 -16.2 9.9 
May-14 4,013.5 0.3 3.7 May-14 2,277.3 10.5 -6.9 -1,736.1 10.0 22.1 
Jun-14 4,224.2 5.3 10.1 Jun-14 2,496.2 9.6 13.2 -1,728.0 -0.5 6.0 
Jul-14 4,468.5 5.8 13.1 Jul-14 2,506.6 0.4 1.0 -1,961.9 13.5 33.5 
Aug-14 3,303.2 26.1 -15.9 Aug-14 2,075.8 -17.2 -4.7 -1,227.4 -37.4 -29.8 
Sep-14 4,363.8 2.1 7.9 Sep-14 2,310.0 11.3 -6.6 -2,053.8 67.3 30.6 
Oct-14 4,291.7 1.7 1.9 Oct-14 2,533.4 9.7 8.0 -1,758.3 -14.4 -5.8 
Nov-14 3,903.8 9.0 2.3 Nov-14 2,345.5 -7.4 8.1 -1,558.3 -11.4 -5.3 
Dec-14 4,033.8 3.3 13.7 Dec-14 2,209.0 -5.8 4.8 -1,824.8 17.1 26.6 
Jan-15 3,140.6 22.1 -16.7 Jan-15 1,872.2 -15.2 -12.4 -1,268.4 -30.5 -22.4 
Feb-15 3,490.8 1.2 -14.1 Feb-15 2,046.5 9.3 -1.4 -1,444.3 13.9 -27.4 
Mar-15 4,376.0 5.4 8.0 Mar-15 2,364.7 15.5 9.0 -2,011.4 39.3 6.8 
Apr-15 3,884.1 11.2 6.8 Apr-15 2,186.5 -7.5 6.1 -1,697.6 -15.6 7.6 
May-15 3,647.3 6.1 -9.1 May-15 2,313.4 5.8 1.6 -1,333.9 -21.4 -23.2 
Jun-15 3,757.5 3.0 -11.0 Jun-15 2,248.6 -2.8 -9.9 -1,509.0 13.1 -12.7 
Jul-15 3,038.4 19.1 -32.0 Jul-15 2,327.8 3.5 -7.1 -710.6 -52.9 -63.8 
Aug-15 2,987.3 1.7 -9.6 Aug-15 1,913.3 -17.8 -7.8 -1,074.0 51.1 -12.5 
Sep-15 3,566.3 9.4 -18.3 Sep-15 2,022.5 5.7 -12.4 -1,543.8 43.7 -24.8 
Oct-15 4,316.7 1.0 0.6 Oct-15 2,235.5 10.5 -11.8 -2,081.2 34.8 18.4 
Nov-15 3,661.0 15.2 -6.2 Nov-15 2,122.1 -5.1 -9.5 -1,538.9 -26.1 -1.2 
Dec-15 3,714.8 1.5 -7.9 Dec-15 2,151.3 1.4 -2.6 -1,563.5 1.6 -14.3 
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  IMPORTS-ARRIVALS EXPORTS -DISPATCHES TRADE BALANCE 
YEAR VALUE_IN_MILLION 
Year on year 
change % 
VALUE_IN_MILLION 
Year on year 
change % 
VALUE_IN_MILLION 
Year on year 
change % 
2007 61,858.6 15.5 19,317.2 12.8 -42,541.4 16.7 
2008 65,529.4 5.9 21,227.7 9.9 -44,301.7 4.1 
2009 53,138.2 -18.9 18,015.1 -15.1 -35,123.0 -20.7 
2010 52,147.8 -1.9 21,300.2 18.2 -30,847.6 -12.2 
2011 48,892.3 -6.2 24,377.3 14.4 -24,515.0 -20.5 
2012 49,537.6 1.3 27,579.7 13.1 -21,957.9 -10.4 
2013             46,999.7 -5.1 27,319.2 -0.9 -19,680.5 -10.4 
2014             48,131.1 2.4 27,196.0 -0.5 -20,935.1 6.4 
2015 43,580.9 -9.5 25,804.4 -5.1 -17,776.6 -15.1 
Source: ELSTAT 
 
Positive growth is expected in the future, reflecting a slower decline in domes-
tic demand and pickup in exports. Despite the fact that the budget deficit will continue 
to shrink, consumption and investment demand should be strengthened with a mod-
erate pace of fiscal consolidation and the scheduled repayment of government arrears. 
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Better access to credit, thanks to the additional support provided by the European In-
vestment Bank and the greater use of European Union structural funds, should 
strengthen the current low investment. 
 
2.3 Exports after the 2008 Crisis  
   Greece's export performance is dramatically lagging behind. This notorious 
export weakness predates the current crisis as Greece has long been the European Un-
ion member state with the lowest export share in GDP. And it has been exacerbated 
during the crisis, with Greek export performance deteriorating significantly and lagging 
behind the recovery in other programme countries. Export supply is likely to be real-
ized slowly as structural reforms boosting competitiveness further and the reduction in 
the relative prices of non-tradable to tradable gradually reorients resources to the ex-
port sector. However, in the context of high unemployment with a large output gap, 
significant deflation may well persist, maintaining the nominal GDP growth into nega-
tive territory. The outlook remains subject to a number of serious risks associated with 
developments in the global economy and the prospects for achieving adjustment re-
quired stabilizing domestic activity.  
 
2.3.1 Performance of the Greek economy after 2008 
   This relative under-performance cannot be explained solely by the slowdown 
of the global economy, and the Eurozone in particular. Many Greeks specific factors 
are responsible. In particular, the export sector has been hampered by a serious lack of 
commercial credit and is enhanced by the initial uncertainty about the implementation 
of the program and the effectiveness of policies and a weak domestic banking system. 
At that time, the travel services exports declined sharply as political unrest and strikes 
to put a serious break for tourism. International shipping, in which Greek exports of 
services is highly dependent, faced a cut due to oversupply the global economic slow-
down following the financial crisis of 2008. All these vicissitudes gradually faded from 
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2012. In addition, tourism is also experiencing a significant boost last summer, due to 
the political crisis in destinations competitor, Turkey and Egypt. This contributed to a 
nascent recovery in export growth. 
Partly thanks to action by the ECB, global financial markets have become calm-
er, though that could reverse with potentially serious consequences for Greece. 
Weakness in several emerging markets, uncertainty about the US recovery associated 
with converging from the Federal Reserve and the budget of the US outlook and slow-
er than expected progress towards EU banking union could add to risks. The imple-
mentation of the necessary structural reforms can be compromised by the resistance 
of vested interests, social strains and weak administrative capacity, and these reforms 
cannot produce results fast enough to increase exports. Tight credit conditions contin-
ue to pose a risk to the business expansion and export. On the other hand, if the ob-
served marked improvement in cost competitiveness translates into export prices, ex-
ports may prove stronger than expected. Trust can also be further enhanced if the new 
investment programs such as the recently announced Trans-Adriatic pipeline gas have 
been implemented and the economy could again surprise on the upside. 
    
2.4 CONCLUSIONS – ANALYSIS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
 From the questionnaire results, the labour cost, the compensation per em-
ployee and the competitiveness and exports seems to follow the same pattern as the 
previous analysis from the ELSTAT and OECD.   
  One of the measures forced by Troika to Greece, in order to make the econo-
my more flexible, was the reduction of the basic wage by 22% in February 2012, and a 
10% plus reduction for youth. All these reforms, that had to do with labour law, in 
general have made the labour market more flexible and cheaper. The whole idea was 
to attract investments because of the cheap but higher educated labour dynamic. Un-
fortunately, that did not happen, on the contrary, the unemployment has augmented 
and the country’s workforce has discredited. The Greek businesses, according to the 
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questionnaire, believe that the sluggish price adjustment, resulting from the rigors of 
the product and services market, despite the recent progress of reforms in Greece, in-
creases in non-wage costs. The slow reform in market products has held back the price 
competitiveness and exports in the recent past, but there are indications that the de-
cline in labour costs per unit of output, has started to go through the export prices and 
competitiveness. This seems to be shared by the Greek companies, which answered in 
the questionnaire, that the crisis was felt to their enterprises, mainly by the changing 
interest rates and the reduction of services prices. The majority of them, 56% have 
tried to change the interest rates, following by a 20% that declare that they have re-
duced their service prices. No company replied that the labour cost was a problem on 
the continuity on their businesses and therefore was not an option the reduction of 
the wages in their workforce in order to deal with the crisis, at least in the near future. 
Most of the CEO’s believe that there is no extra space to further reduce the wages, and 
they are not willing to do so. According to EUROSTAT, Labour costs in Greece de-
creased to 76.70 Index Points in the third quarter of 2015 from 87.40 Index Points in 
the second quarter of 2015. The ways that the Greek enterprises are trying to cope 
with the crisis, as they mention, is mainly through changes in interest-rate borrowing 
or reduction of services prices, which are the main problems that caused in Greek 
business due to crisis. The majority of the export companies demand renegotiation 
suppliers’ prices (28%) or even change suppliers in cases that the negotiation is not 
successful or re-adjusting cost of debt (adjusting borrowing cost 20%). It is crystal clear 
that the crisis is pushing the market to reduce the prices of the produced products and 
services and not the labour costs anymore. The crisis and the ways to cope with it have 
been taken into consideration from the whole business world in Greece. Obviously, 
they have tried to find solutions and answers, since 2010, the year that the crisis of 
euro has hit the Greece according to Greek enterprises, but unfortunately not all en-
terprises will face the crisis as effectively as others. There are many different scenarios 
that may have to be followed by the enterprises in order to survive the crisis. It is im-
pressive that those resulting from the questionnaire are that no enterprise is willing to 
further reduce the wages or the personnel from the business or even to close.  The 
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majority of businesses consider that the most likely is to remain so, to migrate or 
shrink further the operating cost.  
From the data of ELSTAT, come off that the export activity of the Greek com-
panies has been rising, since the crisis has become perceivable in 2010. This is certified 
by the fact that all the companies in the questionnaire geared to exports at a rate of 
100%, having as a goal to succeed in the European market, not only the Greek and as a 
result to reduce their prices and become more competitive in this huge market. Their 
main focus is the increase of their export activity (70% of the respondents has increase 
their export activity), instead of decreasing further the wages of their work force, be-
cause this is unproductive as they mention and moreover they have already met the 
threshold of the decrease in the wages. Another 40% believe that the migration of 
their business is an answer to crisis.  
  
Question 10. Do you think that export activity helped or will help you cope 
more effectively with the crisis.    
 
                                                                              YES 21 answers 
                                                                            NO 4 answers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Böwer U. et al. (2014) in their study, estimate that Greece exports ⅓ less than 
what regular international trade patterns would predict on basis of Greek GDP, the size 
of its trading partners and geographical distance. This ranks Greek export performance 
at the 31st position out of the 39 EU/OECD export countries analysed in their study. 
The most affected sectors include electrical equipment and machinery while transport, 
tourism and agriculture perform relatively favourable. The under- performance of 
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Greek export has become more acute since the onset of the Greek sovereign debt cri-
sis in light of high political uncertainty and the evaporation of trade credit. The com-
petitiveness of a country cannot be summarised exhaustively by labour productivity 
and wage per employee, for example unit labour cost. Instead, competitiveness de-
pends crucially on a more comprehensive notion of the cost of doing business – which 
in turn depends on the rule of law, property rights, the ability to enforce contracts, 
flexible labour market arrangements, the available transport infrastructure and many 
other factors besides the recorded cost of capital and labour. Customs formalities, ad-
ministrative procedures, and regulatory transparency are directly linked to the trading 
process. All of these factors can impact trade performance through the cost channel. 
This is the reason that no Greek company would not exclude from their future plans 
cooperation or an acquisition with other companies in order to increase their competi-
tiveness regarding the export activity according to questionnaire. Another very im-
portant finding from the questionnaire is that the Greek enterprises believe that their 
survival depends on the investment they will make to their businesses. All parties re-
plied that they are prepared to invest in their development, whether this will be per-
sonnel or property, plant and equipment.  
 While Greece has already achieved major improvements in cost competitive-
ness since the start of the Greek adjustment programme, structural reforms must also 
address non-cost competitiveness factors, such as the underlying institutional deficits, 
to unlock Greece's export growth potential. Significant progress has already been 
made. These actions must be taken by the Greek Government. According to the World 
Bank Doing Business report for example, between 2010 and 2013, Greece reduced the 
steps necessary to start a business from 15 to 5. While it took 20 days to get clearance 
for export activities in 2010, the Doing Business report 2013 reports that clearance can 
now be obtained in 16 days. In this period, the number of days to gain a construction 
permit fell from 170 to 105. These encouraging steps need to be followed up with 
resolute further policy action.   
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Chapter 3 
  In the two previous chapters it is made clear what were the results to the 
Greek economy and the exports particularly after the joining of the country to the Eu-
ropean Monetary Union and the development since the break of the international cri-
sis. The competitiveness of the Greek economy and the parameters that are defining 
it, as also other indicators like openness have been changing over the past years and 
this have brought the results that are forming the situation today. In this third part of 
the Business Project we are going to present the results of the questionnaire and re-
search that was conducted with various organizations about the future of the Greek 
economy and exports as it is seen by the entrepreneurs and some officials, and make 
suggestions about which should be the direction and the future development.  
3.1.1 Future of the Greek Economy 
  It seems that the reasons for the problems of the Greek Economy over the 
past years are clearly understood even by people of narrow or no economics back-
ground and so are the reforms needed in order to escape this ongoing crisis loop. The 
prosperity of Greece depended on the inflow of cheap capitals due to the low interest 
rates, a side benefit of the European Monetary Union. The excessive lending was inter-
rupted by the 2008 financial crisis and as a result the economy contracted rapidly, 
loosing close to 30% of its GDP, and the unemployment skyrocketed to almost 30%. 
The banking system of the country was also highly affected by the crisis and the almost 
total cut to the credit flows was inevitable. The Greek companies and especially those 
with exporting activities had to quickly adjust to the new circumstances if they wanted 
to survive and needless to say that many could not.  
  In normal circumstances, when countries are facing such financial problems 
the measures that they take are straightforward. The public sector is reduced, in order 
to decrease the deficits and the baking sector is recapitalized and supported. The de-
mand for import products is limited and the economy is directed to more extravert ex-
port activities. As a result, budget surpluses combined with revenues from the export 
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activities and a banking system that is supplying the economy with liquidity are drag-
ging the country out of the negative feedback loop of the financial crisis. 
After the crisis and the Memorandums that followed, the deficits have been 
greatly restricted and Greece is managing to generate primary surpluses. The country 
has launched an unprecedented privatization program that though slowly, steadily is 
being realized. Main infrastructure objects like ports and airports have been passed to 
international private companies and it is hoped that this will contribute to the growth 
of the economy in total. The privatization of the Piraeus Port, which was passed to the 
control of the Chinese COSCO, had as a result not only the increase of the cargo con-
tainer movement but also the attraction of other multinational companies such as 
Hewlett-Packard which chose the Piraeus Port as their main hub to Europe. Additional-
ly, there are plans of expanding the privatization program to other important segments 
of the economy, such as the electric power industry in order to create competition and 
lower the prices for the electricity that are from the highest in the EU. Furthermore 
with the ongoing internal devaluation in the Greek economy, wages and labor costs 
have been reduced, labor legislation has been liberalized and prices of real estate have 
been driven to minimum. All this is contributing to a much smaller fixed costs that are 
one of the important parameters that should give a boost to the economy. However it 
is obvious that despite the abovementioned the Greek economy has not been 
jumpstarted and the lost competitiveness is not regained. 
 It is obvious that the country needs more than fiscal adjustments or internal 
devaluations and its main restriction are the structural problems of the economy. In 
the process of collecting data and interviewing the entrepreneurs we have collected 
and processed their opinion about what should be done in order to escape the crisis 
and make the Greek Economy healthy, growing and competitive again. 
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3.1.2 Suggestions about the future of the Greek Economy 
In the questionnaire there is a question asking the entrepreneurs Question 11 
“Which factors do you consider as catalysts for the increase of the exports?”  
a) EU funds- subsidies 28% 
b) Stable political system 16% 
c) Stable banking system 12% 
d) Common Currency 8% 
e) Bureaucracy 12% 
f) Removal of the Capital Controls 8% 
g) Low interest rates- business loans 16% 
 
  The results above reveal that 28% of the entrepreneurs understand that they 
need EU development funds and subsidies in order to cover the gap that is increasing 
rapidly between competitive and non-competitive economies. Though Greece has 
been a recipient of several billions, these funds were not properly or effectively di-
rected to the real economy and especially to the processing and manufacturing sec-
tors. 16% consider that their main restriction for increasing their exports is low interest 
high liquidity from the banks. Many companies are having shortage particularly of the 
working capital, and this is the main barrier for increasing exports too, as we were in-
formed from the interviews with various business men. 16% want a more stable politi-
cal system, because as they stated, the instability in Greece worsens their deals with 
their foreign partners. Stable banking system and bureaucracy are for 12% the most 
important reason holding back their export activity. 8% consider the capital controls 
imposed in summer 2015 a negative development. Lastly, 8% of the companies partic-
ipating in the questionnaire still consider the Common Currency as the catalyst for 
their future increase of exports.  
 Making use of the data from the questionnaire, the interviews and personal 
research, we present simplified and coded the suggestions we consider the most ap-
propriate for the positive development of the Greek economy.  
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 Simplify the legislative complexity 
  The request for a simpler legislation was stated almost on every interview with 
entrepreneurs, business organizations and unions. It is undoubtedly connected with 
the bureaucracy, the corruption and finally with the prevention of any new business 
trying to be established from Greek or Foreign investors. Furthermore, the entrepre-
neurs consider the legislative instability even more great than the political that is es-
tablished in Greece after the start of the financial crisis of 2008.  
  Particularly, the highlight is made on the tax legislation, which over the past 
20 years has undertaken almost 17.000 minor or important alternations or amend-
ments. This unprecedented record for the European standards at least is the top dete-
riorating factor for the growth of the Greek Economy. It is a common demand, by the 
productive forces of the Economy, that a simple and steady taxation policy plan, that 
will be guaranteed not to change in a depth of at least 10 years, will be presented and 
established. Only in this case the existing companies and more importantly the per-
spective ones will be in position to be established and grow. 
 
 Modernization of the public services and abolishment of bureaucracy.  
 The Hellenic Federation for Enterprises (SEV) is estimating that bureaucracy 
and the corruption that is generated by it coast to Greek economy approximately 4.4% 
of the GDP or 7.8 Billion Euro. On March 2013, more than 100.000 cases regarding fi-
nancial or custom disputes were pending at the Greek Courts, holding back this way 
the economy and the business activities of the country. Particularly the sectors with 
the biggest problems are the licensing of new businesses, the court decisions, the tax 
legislations, the EU development programs and the public contracts. It is characteristic 
of the situation what the minister of internal affairs Mr. Kouroublis stated in the par-
liament “Greece has spent over 7 billion over the past 12 years for the information sys-
tems and the databases of the public sector, with one major problem, that all the sys-
tems of the various departments are neither interconnected nor compatible with each 
other” 
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 Proper usage of the European Development Funds 
  It is common knowledge that over the past decades close to 200 Billion Euro 
have been provided to Greece as Funds for the development of the infrastructure and 
of the different segments of the economy. Despite the fact that the amounts seem 
enormous and most of the public infrastructure is partially or totally been funded by 
European money, many entrepreneurs and business unions consider that the funds 
were not properly nor fairly distributed. Furthermore, the business consultancy agen-
cies that were interviewed by us stated that 2016 was the first time ever that the elec-
tronic procedure of applying for accessing of the participants to the new EU develop-
ment funds, regarding mostly innovative new businesses, could be characterized as fair 
and that there is no way of favouring a business proposal against others. Hence, there 
is a real need to direct the EU funds towards deferent segments in order to transform 
and become more competitive.  
 
 Utilize the Human Capital of Greece 
Greece has one of the most highly educated populations globally with many cit-
izens holding university degrees, masters and PhD. Since the start of the crisis over 300 
thousand of young scientists have left Greece to find employment mostly in the Euro-
pean countries. The result is the tremendous loss of human capital that is difficult to 
substitute. Hence, there is an innovative suggestion of creating special centres in 
Greece through which these scientists could offer their services to companies abroad 
through teleconferences. Such services could be medical advising services, architectur-
al and civil engineer projects, business consultancy, data analysis, highly qualified call 
centres, computer programming etc. This innovative idea is targeting of retaining the 
highly educated young population in Greece which also will result in the inflow of capi-
tal from abroad. This kind of activities can be also considered as export of services. 
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 Creation of new modern industrial zones 
 Greece is probably only one out of few European and South-eastern Europe 
countries that has practically no industrial production and especially foreign invest-
ment manufacturing plants. Indicative is that there is not even one automotive indus-
try in Greece, or even a production line for some parts. On the other hand, the neigh-
bouring Turkey has attracted manufacturing giants such as Mercedes, Toyota, Hyundai, 
Ford, Isuzu and many others. This brings the need for new organized industrial zones 
that will be fully supported by infrastructure such as roads railroads, renewable energy 
plants etc. combined with legislative support by the state, in order to speed up bu-
reaucratic procedures and licencing issues in order to attract foreign investors to relo-
cate their production lines to such zones. Undoubtedly, such industrial zones for man-
ufacturing plants could also support high-tech innovation zones in cooperation with 
the Greek universities, enhancing the technological potential of the country. Greek 
business men support that the country should provide wide privileges to the interna-
tional investors in order to attract them and they are assured that this would benefit 
not only the country, but indirectly their companies too, as they would get many out-
sourced activities. 
3.2.1 Future of the Greek Exports  
  In the first and the second chapter of this Business Project there is an analysis 
regarding the Greek exports, the sectorial composition, the comparative advantage 
and other important parameters and factors. In the Eurozone era, as it was presented 
in the first chapter, the highly industrialized northern countries, with competitive 
products, increased their exports and market shares in contrast to southern countries 
that lost positions and particularly Greece. Hence, as long as Greece is a member of 
the Monetary Union, and it is deprived of monetary tools that could enhance its fiscal 
performance and export activities, the country’s policy must target specific segments 
of the economy where it has potential to grow and become competitive. In this last 
part we are going to attempt to compose a line of suggestions regarding some poten-
tially promising segments of the economy that can support further the exports. The 
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two particular exports categories that have great potential for being improved and 
gain comparative advantage in Greece over the next years are the agricultural and the 
renewable energy sectors. These sectors have been chosen to be analysed after re-
search in various areas of Greece (Epirus, Crete and Central Macedonia) and interviews 
with local Authorities officials, entrepreneurs, scientists, and business counselling of-
fices (Evergreen Plan-T and others). Though, the main sectors of exports in Greece are 
the petroleum products, the pharmaceutics and the aluminium products, the two 
abovementioned sectors, are in the country’s top 20 leading seem to have a great po-
tential of contributing even more. 
3.2.2 Modern Technologies Renewable Energy 
Denmark over the last years has converted its domestic production of electrici-
ty to renewable energy wind farms. On average day, the wind turbines are producing 
116% of the total country’s demand and the surplus is exported to neighbouring coun-
tries, Norway, Germany and Sweden. Furthermore, the excess energy can be stored to 
special hydropower system for later use or even trade (source European Wind Energy 
Association). It is clear that the renewable energy forms are not only becoming a way 
of reducing the usage of expensive and harmful to the environment carbon products 
(oil, gas, coal etc.) but also a new highly competitive trading product that can be pro-
duced, stored and traded.  
  The Greek national strategic plan about renewable energy was targeting that 
in 2020 the renewable sources of energy will be the 20% of the total. According to the 
reports of the energy analysis company GlobalData Greece’s renewable energy market 
grew from 335 MW in 2001 to 4,848 MW by the end of 2014, at a compound annual 
growth rate (CAGR) of 22.3%. The growth can be attributed not only to the incentives 
that the state gave to the private investors but also to the simple fact that Greece is 
considered as almost the perfect geographical place for solar, wind, hydroelectric and 
geothermal energy. Furthermore, it has to be taken into consideration that the neigh-
boring Balkan countries have outdated non-efficient power plants which were mostly 
created in the soviet era and that the growth of their economies since the 2000 is in-
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creasing their consumption needs which they can largely satisfy through imports of 
electrical power as they do even today. Hence, compared to the 116% average daily 
Danish output, the projected future 20% in 2020 of Greece seems that this market is 
highly undervalued. However this natural geographic comparative advantage of 
Greece should make the renewable energy expansion as a national strategy that will 
target the rapid growth of this market with the inflow of European development funds, 
private investment and the legislative support and incentives. The support of the re-
newable energy market is not an option but it seems more like a one-way direction as 
the country’s economy stays increasingly behind its Eurozone counterparts’. Due to 
the fact that Greece is staying behind seriously in competitiveness of its economy and 
offers almost non high tech products that could offer a high added value, compared to 
the majority of the other EMU members, the investment to the renewable energy 
market, can bring the Greek Economy back on modern and viable tracks. The annual 
solar exposure and wind volume, combined with its geothermal and hydroelectric po-
tentials, bring the cost of creating and operating renewable energy plants to the mini-
mum in contrast to other countries, thus making this market very promising. 
3.2.3 Agricultural sector 
The agricultural sector of Greece has lost considerably its competitiveness since 
third countries have been taking great parts of the world markets. Furthermore the 
introduction of the common currency as it was analyzed above contributed even more 
to that direction. In addition to that, little has been changed in the methods used in 
this sector and Greek farmers seem to lose ground to their north European colleagues 
that have modernized their production methods. The Hellenic Confederation of Com-
merce and Entrepreneurship, states that in 2014 Greece imported 5.12 Billion of food 
and livestock. Almost half of that were unprocessed agricultural products that Greece 
by itself has in abundance. Research done for this work, in the peripheries of Epirus 
and Crete revealed a simple truth. Though the quality of the Greek agricultural prod-
ucts was better of the competitors from the EU and third countries, the cost of produc-
tion was considerably higher. In comparison with the third countries, the cost of pro-
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duction much lower, and the EU countries such as Netherlands or even Poland had 
much more modern production methods (hydroponics, greenhouses, fertilizers) that 
boosted the volume of production thus lowering the cost.  
 Hence in this Business project there will presented a line of suggestions, re-
garding the Agricultural sector, that are targeting the increase of export market share 
of this particular sector in the new competitive conditions formed in the EU and specif-
ically in the European Monetary Union. 
 
 Increase production efficiency  
It is clear that Greece cannot compete with the production costs of third coun-
tries such as Turkey or Egypt and has to follow the path of the European, Israeli and 
other modern agricultural producers. The research for this Business Project, involved a 
visit to a modern production infrastructure in Paramythia Thesprotia, Epirus Region 
and consulting members of the Board of Directors of the Geotechnical Chamber of 
Greece (GEOTEE). The Hydroponics investment in Paramythia was the only one re-
maining and surrounded by abandoned greenhouses that failed to stand against com-
petition. On the other hand this 6000 square meter infrastructure was not only operat-
ing but also showing high net income of approximately 200.000 euros. The owner had 
properly used the EU development funds along with his own investment and imported 
Israeli technology Hydroponics production unit for tomatoes. Specifically the owner 
explained that a similar installation in Netherlands has 40% higher production and in 
Israel close to 60% compared to his. Despite the fact that, the volume of production of 
that infrastructure is considerably lower than a similar in countries that have mastered 
modern techniques, still it is not only viable but very competitive even for exports 
compared to traditional growing methods.  
  It is obvious from the abovementioned example that the future of the agricul-
tural sector in Greece belongs to these who will realize, adopt and implement modern 
technologies in order to boost their production and combined with the quality of 
products grown in Greece, regain their competiveness and their market share of ex-
ports. 
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 Increase added value to the agricultural production. 
Despite being a highly agricultural country, as it was mentioned in the introduc-
tion of this chapter Greece is importing 5.12 Billion of food and livestock which com-
pared to the country’s’ primary unprocessed products have a much higher added val-
ue. It comes to the point that in many occasions, Greek primary agricultural products 
are exported with a very small profit margin to European countries and then get im-
ported to Greece as processed high added value products back to Greece. This nega-
tive loop for the Greek export products is the result of series of reasons that can be 
attributed mainly to low processing capacity, very limited international branding of the 
Greek products and very poor use of the economy of scales and collaborations.  
 The most representative example for the abovementioned situation is the case 
of Greek Olive oil which is a quality world recognized product. According to agriculture 
economy specialist from Crete, Mr Lapidakis, and the Secretary of Geotechnical Cham-
ber of Greece (GEOTEE) that were contacted during the research, the vast majority of 
Greece producers and entrepreneurs participate only until the part of the process 
were the olive oil is stored in large containers and manage only to make wholesale 
transactions of unbranded product. Great part of their production is channelled to 
neighbouring Italy or even Spain, where the olive oil is mixed with local lower quality 
oil and then marketed through international well established distribution lines. Hence, 
the producers that are managing all the risks of production are gaining only a small 
fracture of what the foreign companies do by just bottling and branding the olive oil 
with limited risks involved. 
 The solution to this established situation can be reversed by lowering the cost 
of processing the primary agricultural products through cooperation between the pro-
ducers and businessmen that are involved in this sector. Hence, the approach of econ-
omies of scale can increase the competitiveness of the products and claim a bigger 
share on the global markets. Furthermore the entrepreneurs of the agricultural sector 
have to get their products to international distribution lines with serious branding and 
marketing campaigns that will create a higher added value to their merchandise. Co-
operative strategic definitely could contribute positively to the latter goal.  In the ques-
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tionnaire presented there is a question considering specifically the abovementioned, 
because Greek entrepreneurs are known for preferring not to operate in cooperative 
schemes but rather by their own. The Question 12 asks “Would you consider a coop-
eration-merge with other companies in order to increase your competitiveness re-
garding the exports?” with possible answers from 1-5, 1 being negative 5 positive. By 
this question we are trying to investigate whether the crisis has changed the mentality 
of the Greek entrepreneurs regarding the cooperation.  
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
  
 
 
            It is more than obvious that the vast majority of the answers were positive or most 
positive (4 and 5), gathering a total of 19 answers or 76%. Subsequently, we can as-
sume that the situation formed by the crisis definitely is pushing the exporters to con-
sider collaboration as the common currency needs them to find new ways in order to 
regain the lost competitiveness. 
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Conclusions 
   It is clear that the Greek Economy has undergone huge changes over these past 15 
years since the introduction of the Euro, and the outbreak of the 2008 crisis. In this 
Business Project it has been attempted to present the development of the Greek 
Economy since the entrance to the European Monetary Union and how this affected 
the exports of the country particularly. The results on the performance, the competi-
tiveness and the openness before and after the crisis, and the new formed economic 
environment of Greece were analysed by the official statistical data and the question-
naire presented to 25 Greek companies mostly export oriented. Furthermore, taking 
into consideration additionally interviews from various chambers representatives, offi-
cials, business consultants and various specialists, suggestions have been made for the 
future of the Greek Economy and particular exporting sectors if the country is to con-
tinue participating as a member of the Eurozone. Nevertheless, today being deprived 
of the monetary tools Greek Economy has to adapt to a membership to a common cur-
rency under these conditions. Undoubtedly the vast majority of the entrepreneurs 88% 
participating in the research done for this business project support that it would be 
WORSE if Greece would leave the Eurozone today and even if the exit would be at a 
later more organized stage still the percentage is high  68%. Despite the difficult situa-
tion for the Greek Economy and the strict restrictions that are implemented because 
of the Euro, Greek entrepreneurs still see their future inside the Eurozone.   
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Appendix 1 
Questionnaire 
1) Do you consider that the joining to the Eurozone has given you the opportunity to 
operate in a more favorable-wide business environment? 
YES        NO 
 
2) Do you consider the joining of the country to the Eurozone as a positive develop-
ment for your business?  
1      2      3      4      5 
 
3)  The joining to the Eurozone, has created a more favorable environment for your 
export activities? 
YES        NO 
 
4) The entrance to the euro created incentives to increase your competitiveness? 
1    2      3      4      5 
5) The entrance to the euro initially improved the banking environment for your busi-
ness? 
1      2      3      4      5 
Specify: 
a) Interest rate. 
b) Increase of how much borrowing. 
c) Reduce of transaction costs. 
d) Other ……………………………………………………… 
 
6) In what way you felt the crisis in your business 
a) Reduction in turnover 
b) Reduction of the offered services price. 
c) Reduce purchasing ability of the citizens. 
d) Reduction of competitiveness. 
e) Change in interest rates. 
f) Other…...………………………………………………… 
 
7) In what way your business have selected to cope with the crisis 
a) Renegotiation of fixed costs. 
b) Renegotiation of suppliers' prices - change suppliers. 
c) Wage reduction. 
d) Staff reduction. 
e) Adjustment of borrowing costs. 
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f) Change the loan agreement with the bank - bank switching. 
g) Other…………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
8) In the midst of the crisis which versions considered most likely for your business. 
a) To close. 
b) Reduce staff. 
c) Wage reduction. 
d) Shrink operating costs. 
e) Migration to another country. 
f) Leave unchanged. 
g) Other......................................... 
 
9) How likely is it to invest in hardware or jobs amid crisis? 
a) Not likely at all. 
b) Possible. 
c) Not certain. 
d) Certain. 
e) Not sure. 
 
 
10) Do you think that your export activity helped or will help you cope more effectively 
to crisis? 
YES        NO 
11) What factors do you consider catalysts for increasing exports?    
a) Funds-subsidies. 
b) Stable political system. 
c) Stable banking system.  
d) Common currency. 
e) Bureaucracy. 
f) Capital restrictions. 
g) Low interest business loans. 
h) Other………………………………… 
 
12) Would you consider cooperation or merger with other companies in order to in-
crease your competitiveness as regards exports? 
1      2      3      4      5 
 
13) If Greece gets out of the euro in this phase, it would be better or worse for your 
business. 
BETTER         WORSE 
14) If Greece gets out of the euro at a later stage (organized), it would be better or 
worse for your business. 
            BETTER         WORSE 
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Appendix 2 
Questionnaire Answers 
1) Do you consider that the joining to the Eurozone has given you the opportunity 
to operate in a more favorable-wide business environment? 
 
                                                                                  YES 17 answers 
                                                                                   NO 8 answers 
                                                  
 
 
2) Do you consider the joining of the country to the Eurozone as a positive devel-
opment for your business?  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3) The joining to the Eurozone, has created a more favorable environment for your 
export activities? 
 
 
                                                                        YES 12 answers 
                                                                                   NO 13 answers 
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4) The entrance to the euro created incentives to increase your competitiveness? 
 
  
 
 
 
 
5) The entrance to the euro initially improved the banking environment for your busi-
ness? 
  
  
 
 
  
 
        a) Better interest rates 20% 
        b) Higher liquidity 56% 
        c) Decrease of the banking costs 12% 
        d) Free answer 8% 
 
6) In what way you felt the crisis in your business 
a) Reduction in turnover   4% 
b) Reduction of the offered services price 20% 
c) Reduce purchasing ability of the citizens 8% 
d) Reduction of competitiveness  12% 
e) Change in interest rates 56% 
f) Other…...……………………………………………… 0% 
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7) In what way your business have selected to cope with the crisis 
a) Renegotiation of fixed costs 12% 
b) Renegotiation of suppliers' prices - change suppliers 28%  
c) Wage reduction 8% 
d) Staff reduction 16% 
e) Adjustment of borrowing costs 12% 
f) Change the loan agreement with the bank - bank switching 24% 
g) Other………………………………………………………………………………… 0% 
 
8) In the midst of the crisis which versions considered most likely for your business. 
a) To close  4% 
b) Reduce staff 4% 
c) Wage reduction 4% 
d) Shrink operating costs 24% 
e) Migration to another country 32% 
f) Leave unchanged 32% 
g) Other.................................................................................................................. 
 
9) How likely is it to invest in hardware or jobs amid crisis? 
a) Not likely at all 8% 
b) Possible 28% 
c) Not certain 12% 
d) Certain 12% 
e) Not sure 20% 
 
 
10) Do you think that your export activity helped or will help you cope more effectively 
to crisis? 
 
                                                                YES 21 answers 
                                                                               NO 4 answers 
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11)  What factors do you consider catalysts for increasing exports?    
a) EU funds- subsidies 28% 
b) Stable political system 16% 
c) Stable banking system 12% 
d) Common Currency 8% 
e) Bureaucracy 12% 
f) Removal of the Capital Controls 8% 
g) Low interest rates- business loans 16% 
 
 
12) Would you consider cooperation or merger with other companies in order to in-
crease your competitiveness as regards exports? 
 
  
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
13) If Greece gets out of the euro in this phase, it would be better or worse for your 
business. 
BETTER 12%        WORSE 88% 
14) If Greece gets out of the euro at a later stage (organized), it would be better or 
worse for your business. 
           BETTER 32%        WORSE 68% 
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